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Artists pay special attention to finding the most expressive compositional schemes. People have been creating various works (including work of art) with a variety of compositional decisions for many centuries. However, in our article about the basics of composition, we will not consider the complex works of art. Any object can be easily fit into one of three basic shapes: rectangle, triangle, ellipse. So we will work with these. We will discuss the basics of composition in the design, fine art and photography. Geometric and compositional centers, highlighter tools of the compositional center, planning of the composition. We build the composition on the plane. Whether it’s picture, a piece of paper or a computer monitor. Understanding the color wheel and using color theory in your artwork is a good idea for any artist, and especially for oil painters. In this article I go through the basics of color theory (using a traditional artist’s color wheel) and explain ways that oil painters and other artists can make use of that information. In the color wheel pictured above, there are twelve colors. Although they might be self-explanatory, starting from the top and going around clockwise they are: Yellow, Yellow-orange, Orange, Red-orange, Red, Red-violet, Violet, Blue-violet, Blue, Blue-green, Green, and Yellow... NOTE: You may also be interested in EE’s step-by-step drawing guide for artists. Click below to learn more! This post may contain affiliate links. Color choice is a huge topic for concept art, illustration, and all types of entertainment art. Whether you’re working in oils or digital painting it’s crucial that you master color selection. Thankfully we have centuries of history and knowledge at our fingertips through books. If you struggle with clean compositions then you’ll learn a lot by working through this book. But I specifically recommend this more for intermediate-to-advanced artists who already have some experience working in color. Confident Color. Color: A Workshop for Artists and Designers. This practical guide to color is currently in its 2nd edition with new updated chapters on color mixing. Color: A Workshop for Artists and Designers is a powerful 168-page color resource by David Hornung.